In this note, m, c, and c0 denote the Banach spaces of bounded, convergent, and null sequences, with the norm ||a;|| = sup | sn | (x = {sn} E m).
||a;|| = sup | sn | (x = {sn} E m).
n Theorem. If A is a given matrix summability method, Xo the subspace of m consisting of all bounded sequences summed to zero by A, and Co a proper subspace of Xo, then there exists no bounded projection of Xo onto c0.
Corollary.
If X is the space of (ill bounded sequences summed by A, and c a proper subspace of X, then there exists no bounded projection of X onto c. To prove the theorem, observe that by [2, 3.6] , there exists a closed subspace F0 of X0, a bounded linear operator T from m onto Fo, and a strictly increasing sequence {mp} of positive integers, such that for p=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , (1) lmT = up for all {«"} £ m, where T({un}) = {t"}.
The construction given in [2, 3.6] for this operator T ensures also that T(co)Qc0. Now suppose if possible that there exists a bounded projection P of X0 onto c0. Let Qi : Yo->Co be the restriction of P to F0, and define the bounded linear operator Ti = QiT: m->c0. Since T(co)Qc0r\Y0, (2) Ti({un}) = T({un}) when {«"j £ c".
Define a bounded linear operator R: c0-*Co by 
